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Iceland, India, Romania, London and Jerusalem, sadly not my 2023 travel itinerary, rather the 
visually exciting destinations we were introduced to at the Travel Group’s “On the Road Again” 
weekend at Aston Conference Centre in Birmingham. The committee chose an excellent venue; 
the programme was varied and interesting and the speakers inspiring.

Dr Peter Walmsley,member of the Travel Group and an RPS trustee, lived and worked in Delhi for 
two years and took full advantage, visiting and photographing over 40 different locations across 
the country. A sense of place is important in Travel Photography as Janey Devine made clear in her 
session about preparing for A and F panels and Peter certainly illustrated this. Images of people at 
home, work and following religious practice and explorations of diverse landscapes gave us a real 
sense of the India he encountered. Using local fixers to facilitate his interactions he met people 
from all walks of life. He also explained his personal attitude to risk taking in the field and how how 
he approaches people when photographing them. 

How to display and share our travel photography in new ways is a challenge and Alastair Taylor of 
the RPS AV Group gave us insight into how we could combine still images with music, narration and 
video to create different experiences for the viewer. Ranging from Photo Harmony (pairing images 
with appropriate music) to more complex documentaries he demonstrated how our images could 
be made even more exciting. He showed many examples and “Dark Tourism” was a particularly 
affecting piece. Alastair will be running online workshops about the skills and techniques required 
and encouraged travel group members to get involved.

‘It was my first time attending a travel group meeting and you made me so welcome and involved. 
I thoroughly enjoyed myself and hope to join the group again and continue to get involved. I much 
appreciate your efforts.‘                                                                                                   Ian Foster

Peter Walmsley takes 
us to India at the start 

of the day.

On the Road Again – Travel Group Weekend - 15-16th October 2022



On the Road Again – Travel Group Weekend - 15-16th October 2022 (contd.)

We saw images from two recent group trips to Iceland, some stunning landscapes were created 
by the members and there were also images of the groups in action as well as photographs of the
the people they met. The presentation showed how much fun Travel Group trips are and we 
heard how supportive everyone is of each other. Two are planned for next year (see details on the 
back page of this newsletter) one is to Vietnam and one to Provence. I believe they are selling 
fast!

I’m planning to work on an A panel so advice from Janey (who is on the Travel Distinctions Panel) 
about the process and recent changes thereto was very useful. She made clear the challenge of 
moving from L to A and then the even bigger step up to F.  Examples of successful A panels from 
Kath Phillips and Justin Cliffe were on display and they each described how they’d approached 
the task, both highlighting how useful - if not essential - attending assessments and seeking on-
to-one reviews are in finalising a panel. Their personal experiences of creating a Statement of 
Intent and how it might evolve over time was echoed by Janey in her talk. I liked too how they 
all emphasised that while there is a defined process and specific criteria to follow, photographers 
should remain true to themselves.

Paul Hassell FRPS
describes working 
towards his Fellowship

The standard of work required for a successful F panel was evident in Paul Hassell’s images of 
his visits to rural Romania. I’ve travelled there and could see how well he connected with the 
villagers and families he met and was lucky to win in the raffle one of his landscapes from the 
trips. Whereas panels may take many visits and even years to develop, Paul was there only twice 
and like Peter explained how useful having a local guide is.

The popular “Bring a Print” competition displayed a diverse range of subjects and places and 
the standard was, as always, very high. Judy Ford’s superb winning image of a Romanian women 
was a beautifully observed environmental portrait with a touch of humour and a deserved winner. 

We had plenty time to socialise and took full advantage of sharing stories and ideas at the bar and 
over dinner. I met some new friends and had a really wonderful weekend. I won’t say much about 
Sunday’s photo-walks as they will be covered elsewhere but I was genuinely inspired and excited 
by Stewart Walls’ ideas. His Ginko Walk involving thoughtful engagement with the environment 
and subject matter before making an image and then pairing it with a piece of Haiku is something 
I have taken away and will put into practice. 
Many thanks to Kath and the team for a really well organised and entertaining weekend.

Laura Morgan, LRPS



A Ginko Walk to the Custard Factory

On the Sunday morning of the Travel Group :”On the Road Again” meeting a photowalk had 
been arranged, being led by Stewart Wall (ginko.org.uk). At the pre-walk gathering Stewart 
outlined the principles of Haiku poetry in relation to describing and appreciating the authors 
view and intent for specific images and encouraged use of this technique when reviewing our 
images taken during the walk. Our Derive (mission) was around a 20 minute (without pause) 
walk from the excellent Conference Aston building to the Custard Factory in Birmingham’s 
Digbeth district. 
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The Custard Factory is now a retail development based on 
the factory built by Alfie Bird in 1906 to produce ready mix 
custard - an innovation at the time. Crittall windows,exposed 
steels and high ceilings remain to be seen and photographed 
whilst visitors and shoppers mingle. 
The walk directions proved impossible to follow exactly due 
to ongoing disruptions from HS2 development work and 
demolition but many photographic travel opportunities were 
enjoyed by all especially of street graffitti and redundanrt/
repurposed buildings. 
At the start we were allocated a partner to discuss why we 
had been attracted to a particular photographic opportunity 
but we certainly failed miserably in this respect often seeing 
different opportunities yards apart. 
We all gathered again for a welcome coffee generously 
provided by Ian when Stewart summarised the opportunities 
for publishing our efforts. We each agreed to supply up to 6 
of our images for inclusion in a book or zine. An enjoyable 
and instructive event with an excellent and informative 
guide. 
Birmingham has changed so significantly from when we 
worked there 29 years ago.
                                                          John & Vivien Hartill

© Tony Beane

© Jane Tearle

Those who use Facebook may have seen the images on this page posted there recently. Good to see the group 
sharing images that way!



Travel Group ‘Blog’ images for Quarter 3

Those who have been members of the Travel Group for some time will perhaps have been aware of the ‘Blog’: a 
forum for a fairly small number of members to share their images for critique by others who share their interest in 
travel photography. Over a three month cycle they share an image, comment on all the images and select their 
favourite. Recently, we have been working towards finding a way of making this experience available to any others 
who would like to join in and to making the whole concept clearer and more accessible to Group members. As we 
continue to work on finding some more effective ways of sharingand critiquing  images, though, here are the three 
most highly rated this quarter.

Berber Sheep Farmer
© Graham Vulliamy

Catching up on the news
© Neil Harries

On the way home
© Stu Thompson



Forthcoming Events 

• 31st October  - deadline for entries to the August monthly travel image competition.
Good luck!! The September winners are now on the website at https://rps.org/groups/
travel/2022-september-tiom/ together with the judge’s comments.

• November 20th 2022  - the next Share and Chat
These gatherings are informal and provide great opportunities for members to share images 
and get to know one another’s interests. Registration is now live from the ‘Events’ link on the 
RPS website

• 12th May, 2023 - an Advisory Day specifically for Travel Distinctions at RPS House 
in association with the Group’s Spring Meeting  - our annual Celebration of Travel 
Photography - which will be on 13th and 14th May, 2023. Book the date now. We’re 
hoping to enjoy a great weekend of talks and workshops together. And, if you are planning 
to submit an ‘A’ or ‘F’ panel in the next year, an advisory day in May will give you time to 
‘tweak’ your submission before the Autumn Assessment Days, so get preparing now!

• May 2023 Throughout May the Travel Photographer of the Year Exhibition will be in place 
outside RPS House and will be available for those attending the May event to enjoy.

Don’t forget to  explore the TPOTY offer:

Three lucky participants in the Aston weekend recently were fortunate to receive a year’s 
membership of the TPOTY Light Club and books of award-winning images, but you also 
have the opportunity to benefit from a generous discount:

Travel Photographer of the Year (TPOTY) is offering RPS members a 50% discount when you
join their new membership scheme - Light Club.
Membership includes offers and access to Eye for the Light - an online magazine on creative
photography, currently with over 70 features and podcasts.
Take a look at https://eye.tpoty.com
Membership normally cost £52 per year but is available to RPS members for £26, just 50p 
per week! ‘
To take advantage of this offer login in using this link:
https://tpoty.memberful.com/checkout?plan=81167&coupon=LightClubRPS

We are looking forward to continuing to work with TPOTY and to welcoming their recemt
award winners as members of the Travel Group.

Congratulations to :    Judy Ford,
    Steve Reeves
    Ian Foster

My personal thanks to everyone who joins in to make these events a success (without you, 
they’re pointless!) and to those who make them happen. Let me have your ideas for future 
events - online or Face-to-Face - by emailing travel@rps.org. Thank you!

Kath Phillips
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And finally, two photographic holidays 

Create-Away Photographic Workshops

for

The Royal Photographic Society
Travel Group

29 June - 5 July 2023

Provence Lavender and Luberon Villages

Join the Travel Group as they travel through the lavender fields of Provence. Sweeping 
throughthe valleys, lined with purple velvet, and splashed with yellow sunflowers. Overlooked 
by picturesque honey-coloured villages, perched high on the hillsides. Vibrant colours and 
stunningscenery, little wonder that so many artists came to the region to paint.
The tour is a private trip, designed for photographers of all levels.
The tour cost is £2529.00 (6 nights) for the photo experience. 
For further details contact Keith Pointon at: Temple Cottage. Whitcott Keysett, Craven Arms, 
Shropshire, SY7 8QE  or by email at bagpoint@aol.com

Vietnam 2023
‘Terraces of Gold’

organised by Paul Sansome Photography
for The RPS Travel Group

22 September - 5 October 2023

A small group tour to maximise individual 
photographer’s opportunities and support from 
Paul. The group is limited to just 6 people.
Paul says: ‘In 2014, I discovered a fascinating, 
sometimes beautiful place. I spent 4 days
seeing no English speaking tourists. I saw 
potentially one of the best landscapes for
photography that I have ever seen and I saw shy, 
traditional people who can be so
photogenic; I had discovered the mountains of 
Northern Vietnam.’ 
This itinerary builds on six previous tours to this 
area.
The cost is between £2750 and £3050 depending 
on the number of travellers.
There is a single room supplement of £390.
For more information, please email Richard Lewis 
(traveltrips@rps.org)
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